Statistical machine learning algorithms have been successfully applied to many natural language processing (NLP) problems. Compared to manually constructed systems, statistical NLP systems are often easier to develop and maintain since only annotated training text is required. From annotated data, the underlying statistical algorithm can build a model so that annotations for future data can be predicted. However, the performance of a statistical system can also depend heavily on the characteristics of the training data. If we apply such a system to text with characteristics different from that of the training data, then performance degradation will occur. In this paper, we examine this issue empirically using the sentence boundary detection problem. We propose and compare several methods that can be used to update a statistical NLP system when moving to a different domain.
Introduction
An important issue for a statistical machine learning based NLP system is that its performance can depend heavily on the characteristics of the training data used to build the system. Consequently if we train a system on some data but apply it to other data with different characteristics, then the system's performance can degrade significantly. It is therefore natural to investigate the following related issues: £ How to detect the change of underlying data characteristics, and to estimate the corresponding system performance degradation.
£
If performance degradation is detected, how to update a statistical system to improve its performance with as little human effort as possible. This paper investigates some methodological and practical aspects of the above issues. Although ideally such a study would include as many different statistical algorithms as possible, and as many different linguistic problems as possible (so that a very general conclusion might be drawn), in reality such an undertaking is not only difficult to carry out, but also can hide essential observations and obscure important effects that may depend on many variables. An alternative is to study a relatively simple and well-understood problem to try to gain understanding of the fundamental issues. Causal effects and essential observations can be more easily isolated and identified from simple problems since there are fewer variables that can affect the outcome of the experiments.
In this paper, we take the second approach and focus on a specific problem using a specific underlying statistical algorithm. However, we try to use only some fundamental properties of the algorithm so that our methods are readily applicable to other systems with similar properties. Specifically, we use the sentence boundary detection problem to perform experiments since not only is it relatively simple and well-understood, but it also provides the basis for other more advanced linguistic problems. Our hope is that some characteristics of this problem are universal to language processing so that they can be generalized to more complicated linguistic tasks. In this paper we use the generalized Winnow method (Zhang et al., 2002) for all experiments. Applied to text chunking, this method resulted in state of the art performance. It is thus reasonable to conjecture that it is also suitable to other linguistic problems including sentence segmentation.
Although issues addressed in this paper are very important for practical applications, there have only been limited studies on this topic in the existing literature. In speech processing, various adaption techniques have been proposed for language modeling. However, the language modeling problem is essentially unsupervised (density estimation) in the sense that it does not require any annotation. Therefore techniques developed there cannot be applied to our problems. Motivated from adaptive language modeling, transformation based adaptation techniques have also been proposed for certain supervised learning tasks (Gales and Woodland, 1996) . However, typically they only considered very specific statistical models where the idea is to fit certain transformation parameters. In particular they did not consider the main issues investigated in this paper as well as generally applicable supervised adaptation methodologies such as what we propose. In fact, it will be very difficult to extend their methods to natural language processing problems that use different statistical models. The adaption idea in (Gales and Woodland, 1996) is also closely related to the idea of combining supervised and unsupervised learning in the same domain (Merialdo, 1994) . In machine learning, this is often referred to as semi-supervised learning or learning with unlabeled data. Such methods are not always reliable and can often fail (Zhang and Oles, 2000) . Although potentially useful for small distributional parameter shifts, they cannot recover labels for examples not (or inadequately) represented in the old training data. In such cases, it is necessary to use supervised adaption methods which we study in this paper. Another related idea is socalled active learning paradigm (Lewis and Catlett, 1994; Zhang and Oles, 2000) , which selectively annotates the most informative data (from the same domain) so as to reduce the total number of annotations required to achieve a certain level of accuracy. See (Tang et al., 2002; Steedman et al., 2003) for related studies in statistical natural language parsing.
Generalized Winnow for Sentence Boundary Detection
For the purpose of this paper, we consider the following form of the sentence boundary detection problem: to determine for each period "." whether it denotes a sentence boundary or not (most non-sentence boundary cases occur in abbreviations). Although other symbols such as "?" and "!" may also denote sentence boundaries, they occur relatively rarely and when they occur, are easy to determine. There are a number of special situations, for example: three (or more) periods to denote omission, where we only classify the third period as an end of sentence marker. The treatment of these special situations are not important for the purpose of this paper. The above formulation of the sentence segmentation problem can be treated as a binary classification problem. One method that has been successfully applied to a number of linguistic problems is the Winnow algorithm (Littlestone, 1988; Khardon et al., 1999) . However, a drawback of this method is that the algorithm does not necessarily converge for data that are not linearly separable. A generalization was recently proposed, and applied to the text chunking problem (Zhang et al., 2002) , where it was shown that this generalization can indeed improve the performance of Winnow.
Applying the generalized Winnow algorithm on the sentence boundary detection problem is straight forward since the method solves a binary classification problem directly. In the following, we briefly review this algorithm, and properties useful in our study. can be computed from the generalized Winnow method, which is based on the following optimization problem:
The numerical method which we use to solve this problem, as presented in Algorithm 1, is based on a dual formulation of the above problem. See (Zhang et al., 2002) for detailed derivation of the algorithm and its relationship with the standard Winnow.
In all experiments, we use the same parameters suggested in (Zhang et al., 2002) for the text chunking problem:
, and
. The above parameter choices may not be optimal for sentence segmentation. However since the purpose of this paper is not to demonstrate the best possible sentence segmentation system using this approach, we shall simply fix these parameters for all experiments. 
It was shown in (Zhang et al., 2002) can be regarded as an estimate for the in-class conditional probability. As we will see, this property will be very useful for our purposes.
For each period in the text, we construct a feature vector as the input to the generalized Winnow algorithm, and use its prediction to determine whether the period denotes a sentence boundary or not. In order to construct , we consider linguistic features surrounding the period, as listed in Table 1 . Since the feature construction routine is written in the Java language, "type of character" features correspond to the Java character types, which can be found in any standard Java manual. We picked these features by looking at features used previously, as well as adding some of our own which we thought might be useful. However, we have not examined which features are actually important to the algorithm (for example, by looking at the size of the weights), and which features are not.
We use an encoding scheme similar to that of (Zhang et al., 2002) . For each data point, the associated features are encoded as a binary vector The features presented here may not be optimal. In particular, unlike (Zhang et al., 2002) , we do not use higher order features (for example, combinations of the above features). However, this list of features has already given good performance, comparing favorably with previous approaches (see (Reynar and Ratnaparkhi, 1997; Mikheev, 2000) and references therein).
The standard evaluation data is the Wall-Street Journal (WSJ) tree-bank. Based on our processing scheme, the training set contains about seventy-four thousand periods, and the test set contains about thirteen thousand periods. If we train on the training set, and test on the test set, the accuracy is ¡ l £ ¢ ¤
. Another data set which has been annotated is the Brown corpus. If we train on the WSJ training set, and test on the Brown corpus, the accuracy is ¡ l ¥ ¤
. The error rate is three times larger.
Experimental Design and System Update Methods
In our study of system behavior under domain changes, we have also used manually constructed rules to filter out some of the periods. The specific set of rules we have used are:
£
If a period terminates a non-capitalized word, and is followed by a blank and a capitalized word, then we predict that it is a sentence boundary.
If a period is both preceded and followed by alphanumerical characters, then we predict that it is not a sentence boundary.
The above rules achieve error rates of less than i l P d ¤ on both the WSJ and Brown datasets, which is sufficient for our purpose. Note that we did not try to make the above rules as accurate as possible. For example, the first rule will misclassifiy situations such as "A vs. B". Eliminating such mistakes is not essential for the purpose of this study. All of our experiments are performed and reported on the remaining periods that are not filtered out by the above manual rules. In this study, the filtering scheme serves two purposes. The first purpose is to magnify the errors. Roughly speaking, the rules will classify more than half of the periods. These periods are also relatively easy to classify using a statistical classifier. Therefore the error rate on the remaining periods is more than doubled. Since the sentence boundary detection problem has a relatively small error rate, this magnification effect is useful for comparing different algorithms. The second purpose is to reduce our manual labeling effort. In this study, we had used a number of datasets that are not annotated. Therefore for experimentation purpose, we have to label each period manually.
After filtering, the WSJ training set contains about twenty seven thousand data points, and the test set contains about five thousand data points. The Brown corpus contains about seventeen thousand data points. In addition, we also manually labeled the following data: It is perhaps not surprising that a sentence boundary classifier trained on WSJ does not perform nearly as well on some of the other data sets. However it is useful to examine the source of these extra errors. We observed that most of the errors are clearly caused by the fact that other domains contain examples that are not represented in the WSJ training set. There are two sources for these previously unseen examples: 1. change of writing style; 2. new linguistic expressions. For example, quote marks are represented as two single quote (or back quote) characters in WSJ, but typically as one double quote character elsewhere. In some data sets such as Reuters, phrases such as "U.S. Economy" or "U.S. Dollar" frequently have the word after the country name capitalized (they also appear in lower case sometimes, in the same data). The above can be considered as a change of writing style. In some other cases, new expressions may occur. For example, in the MedLine data, new expressions such as "4 degrees C." are used to indicate temperature, and expressions such as "Bioch. Biophys. Res. Commun. 251, 744-747" are used for citations. In addition, new acronyms and even formulas containing tokens ending with periods occur in such domains.
It is clear that the majority of errors are caused by data that are not represented in the training set. This fact suggests that when we apply a statistical system to a new domain, we need to check whether the domain contains a significant number of previously unseen examples which may cause performance deterioration. This can be achieved by measuring the similarity of the new test domain to the training domain. One way is to compute statistics on the training domain, and compare them to statistics computed on the new test domain; another way is to calculate a properly defined distance between the test data and the training data. However, it is not immediately obvious what data statistics are important for determining classification performance. Similarly it is not clear what distance metric would be good to use. To avoid such difficulties, in this paper we assume that the classifier itself can provide a confidence measure for each prediction, and we use this information to estimate the classifier's performance.
As we have mentioned earlier, the generalized Winnow method approximately minimizes the quantity 5
. It is thus natural to use
as an estimate of the conditional probability
. From simple algebra, we obtain an estimate of the classification error as
is only an approximation of the conditional probability, this estimate may not be entirely accurate. However, one would expect it to give a reasonably indicative measure of the classification performance. In Table 2 , we compare the true classification accuracy from the annotated test data to the estimated accuracy using this method. It clearly shows that this estimate indeed correlates very well with the true classification performance. Note that this estimate does not require knowing the true labels of the data. Therefore we are able to detect the potential performance degradation of the classifier on a new domain using this metric without the ground truth information. As pointed out before, a major source of error for a new application domain comes from data that are not represented in the training set. If we can identify those data, then a natural way to enhance the underlying classifier's performance would be to include them in the training data, and then retrain. However, a human is required to obtain labels for the new data, but our goal is to reduce the human labeling effort as much as possible. Therefore we examine the potential of using the classifier to determine which part of the data it has difficulty with, and then ask a human to label that part. If the underlying classifier can provide confidence information, then it is natural to assume that confidence for unseen data will likely be low. Therefore for labeling purposes, one can choose data from the new domain for which the confidence is low. This idea is very similar to certain methods used in active learning. In particular a confidence-based sample selection scheme was proposed in (Lewis and Catlett, 1994) . One potential problem for this approach is that by choosing data with lower confidence levels, noisy data that are difficult to classify tend to be chosen; another problem is that it tends to choose similar data multiple times. However, in this paper we do not investigate methods that solve these issues.
For baseline comparison, we consider the classifier obtained from the old training data (see Table 3 ), as well as classifiers trained on random samples from the new domain (see Table 4 ). In this study, we explore the following three ideas to improve the performance: 
Experimental Results
We carried out experiments on the Brown, Reuters, and MedLine datasets. We randomly partition each dataset into training and testing. All methods are trained using only information from the training set, and their performance are evaluated on the test set. Each test set contains o i i i data points randomly selected. This sample size is chosen to make sure that an estimated accuracy based on these empirical samples will be reasonably close to the true accuracy. For a binary classifier, the standard deviation between the empirical mean¯°with a sample size Table 3 lists the test set performance of classifiers trained on the WSJ training set (denoted by WSJ), the training set from the same domain (that is, Brown, Reuters, and MedLine respectively for the corresponding testsets), denoted by Self, and their combination. This indicates upper limits on what can be achieved using the corresponding training set information. It is also interesting to see that the combination does not necessarily improve the performance. We compare different updating schemes based on the number of new labels required from the new domain. For this purpose, we use the following number of labeled instances:
, corresponding to the "new data" column in the tables. For all experiments, if a specific result requires random sampling, then five different random runs were performed, and the corresponding result is reported in the format of "mean º std. dev." over the five runs. Table 3 : baseline accuracy is interesting to observe that even with a relatively small number of training examples, the corresponding classifiers can out-perform those obtained from the default WSJ training set, which contains a significantly larger amount of data. Clearly this indicates that in some NLP applications, using data with the right characteristics can be more important than using more data. This also provides strong evidence that one should update a classifier if the underlying domain is different from the training domain. Table 5 contains the results of using the balancing idea. With the same amount of newly labeled data, the improvement over the random method is significant. This shows that even though the domain has changed, training data from the old domain are still very useful. Observe that not only is the average performance improved, but the variance is also reduced. Note that in this table, we have fixed 
